Small molecules that can interrupt or inhibit protein-protein interactions (PPIs) are valuable as probes in chemical biology and medicinal chemistry, but they are also notoriously difficult to develop. Design of non-peptidic small molecules that mimic amino acid side-chain interactions in PPIs ("minimalist mimics") is seen as a way to fast track discovery of PPI inhibitors. However, there has been little comment on general design criteria for minimalist mimics, even though such
guidelines could steer construction of libraries to screen against multiple PPI targets. We hypothesized insight into general design criteria for minimalist mimics could be gained by comparing preferred conformations of typical minimalist mimic designs against side-chain orientations on a huge number of PPI interfaces. That thought led to this work which features nine minimalist mimic designs: one from the literature, and eight new "hypothetical" ones conceived by us. Simulated preferred conformers of these were systematically aligned with > 240,000 PPI interfaces from the Protein Data Bank. Conclusions from those analysis did indeed reveal various design considerations that are discussed here. Surprisingly, this study also showed one of the minimalist mimic designs aligned on PPI interface segments more than 15 times more frequently than any other in the series (according to uniform standards described herein); reasons for this are also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Genomic and proteomic studies are uncovering a vast PPI network that controls cell signaling processes. This information provides opportunities for development of non-peptidic small molecule probes to selectively perturb PPIs 1, 2 but the design of such compounds is extremely difficult. 3 One approach to this problem is the use of "minimalist mimics", [4] [5] [6] of which A, 7 B, 8 and C 9 are illustrative.
Minimalist mimics are small molecules that do not have peptidic backbones, but nevertheless project amino acid side-chains in orientations that resemble protein secondary structures. The rationale for using minimalist mimics to disrupt PPIs is based on the observation that interaction energies in PPIs are mostly based on side-chain to side-chain interactions (> 88 %). 1, [10] [11] [12] Small molecules that can present the same or similar side-chains in orientations similar to part of the protein ligand will tend to reproduce interactions between the ligands and their receptors, and perhaps bind the receptor and displace the ligand. Decades of research in this area has been driven by the assumption that if a secondary structure is found at a PPI interface then a minimalist mimic that resembles that particular secondary structure is a candidate to competitively inhibit the PPI. [13] [14] [15] However, this secondary structure hypothesis cannot be applied to PPI interfaces that do not involve secondary structure elements, and there are many of these. Furthermore, it would be advantageous to understand favorable structural characteristics of minimalist mimics that could be incorporated into libraries of these compounds used repeatedly to screen multiple PPI targets. To do this, we considered using a technique developed in our laboratory: EKO (Exploring Key Orientations). 11 EKO was designed to evaluate minimalist mimics (specifically, those with three amino acid sidechains) against actual PPI interfaces. Minimalist mimics with three methyl substituents (representing Cα -Cβ vectors in three amino acid side-chains) are first run through a molecular dynamics routine (namely, Quenched Molecular Dynamics, QMD 16, 17 ) to determine orientations of Cα -Cβ vectors in preferred conformers (eg within 3 kcal·mol -1 of the lowest energy one observed). The Cα -Cβ coordinates of each preferred conformer are then systematically aligned with those of every set of three side-chains in crystallographically characterized PPIs.
Outputs of each overlay are expressed in terms of Root Mean Square Deviations (RMSDs, Å) of the three side chains. In our experience, overlays with RMSDs < 0.35 Å based on these six coordinates represent good correspondence, and ones of < 0.20 Å are excellent. This procedure is designed to test if a minimalist mimic scaffold is capable of projecting amino acid side-chains in certain orientations, irrespective of any side-chain-to-side-chain interactions.
Side-chain-to-side-chain and side-chain-to-main-chain interactions influence peptide conformations in solution, but that is of little consequence here; the objective of this work is to find conformations of minimalist mimic backbones that may present side-chains to interact with a protein binding partner that naturally accommodates those side-chains in that conformation.
Thus, the three methyl groups on the scaffolds can represent conformations of any set of three amino acids on the protein ligand at the interfaces of a PPI.
Figure 1. Workflow of Exploring Key Orientations (EKO).
To date, EKO has been used in one way. A researcher inputs a series of minimalist mimic designs, then uses EKO to determine which can adopt side-chain conformations found at a particular PPI interface. If there is an encouraging degree of fit, then the researcher identifies precisely which interface residues the mimic overlaid on. To explore that virtual lead experimentally, it is then necessary to prepare the minimalist mimic scaffold with the specified side-chains, and assay these to find out if they perturbed the parent PPI. This approach has been successfully used in our laboratory to evaluate inhibitors, and this has led to compounds that have been experimentally proven to perturb the HIV-1 protease dimer, 11 ones that enhance oligomerization of antithrombin, 18 and others that inhibit PCSK9·LDLR interaction 19 (see
Supporting Information for an overview of this published work).
This paper features a new use of EKO: developing general design criteria for superior minimalist mimics. To do that, preferred conformations of one minimalist mimic are aligned with vast numbers (eg > 240,000) of PPI interfaces. Mimics that overlay very frequently in this process must resemble interface segments in some way, while ones that do not are inferior interface mimics. This process may be performed without regard to any particular secondary structures found at interfaces.
As a platform to explore this new use of EKO in establishing general design criteria for minimalist mimics, we conceived eight mimics, 1 -8, that had not been prepared or reported previously, but which seemed like plausible designs. Structures 1 -8 were intuitively designed to present side-chains in orientations that resemble peptides and proteins in general, not biased towards any particular secondary structure. The putative helical mimic, oxopiperazine A designed by Arora et al, 7 was also included for comparison.
Figure 2.
Minimalist mimics featured in this study. Two indicators of compound flexibility are annotated below each structure. Since EKO was developed to evaluate minimalist mimics with three side-chains, we used only R 1 , R 2 , and R 4 of A in this work. Figure 3a plots the number of EKO alignments (referred to as "hits" later for simplicity) with RMSD < 0.35 Å for each hypothetical mimic, averaged over all stereoisomers. Mimic 1 gave significantly more hits than any other mimic. Mimics 1 -4 gave more hits than our "control" A, We set out to rationalize the observations outlined above, but first it was necessary to test if they were just artifacts of the relative flexibilities of the mimics. The considerations used to do this is described in the following section. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data Accumulated from EKO Analyses
The Influence of Relative Flexibility on The EKO Data
There are two simple quantitative indicators of flexibilities of minimalist mimics; both are indicated in Figure 2 . The first is "significant degrees of freedom", defined by the number of freely-rotating σ-bonds and by tertiary amides that flip between cis and trans conformations.
The second indicator of conformational flexibility is based on assessment of preferred conformations generated by QMD simulation. The conformers are clustered based on Cα -Cβ orientations of the three side chains at the end of each QMD run. More flexible molecules tend to give more clusters in this process.
Mimics A and 1 -8 were chosen partly because, in our estimation, they are more conformationally constrained than peptides; however, it is necessary to be mindful of their relative flexibilities. Flexible compounds may have more preferred conformers, thus have a better chance of aligning themselves with interface segments. Consequently, EKO evaluations are biased towards more flexible compounds, provided all other factors are equal, simply because a "match" is more likely to be found by screening more conformational partners. By examining the data, we found this was not the dominant consideration for minimalist mimic design. The following discussion elaborates on this conclusion. Mimics 4, 6 and 8 have both the most significant degrees of freedom in the series, and number of conformational clusters; these are the most flexible mimics. Conversely, 1, 5, and 7 , are the least flexible ones according to the two indicators discussed above. Comparing to Figure 3 reveals the most flexible mimic (8) gave the least hits while (1), being one of the least flexible ones, gave significantly more hits than any other; this is opposite to one might expect if the numbers of overlays at interfaces segments were governed predominantly by conformational flexibility. Structural parameters other than flexibility must be dominant in determining the numbers of hits since there is no apparent correlation between compound flexibility and number of hits. That conclusion cleared the way to search for other structural features that favor good minimalist mimic designs.
Preferred Structural Characteristics for Interface Mimicry
The privileged interface mimic 1 has the same "chain periodicity" as three continuous amino acids, ie each side-chain is separated by two atoms in the main-chain. In the most stable conformation detected after QMD simulation, the sequential Cα -Cα atoms were ~3.7 Å apart (Figure 4a ), whereas for a peptide in most ideal secondary structures they are only slightly longer at ~3.8 Å. This mimic has three chiral centers and no planar heterocyclic rings, so it is expected to extend chains in three dimensions that will vary widely amongst the eight (2 3 ) possible stereoisomers.
Mimic 1 is unusual because minimalist mimics that display three side-chains in orientations that align with three consecutive peptidic side-chains are rare in the literature. The only well-known example of this is the Smith-Hirschmann β-strand mimic. 20, 21 Two examples of 1 aligned on actual PPI interfaces are shown in Figure 4c and d. The first shows LDL-1aaa how aligns on a antiparallel β-sheet of an RNA polymerase subunit at Thr34, Phe35, and Glu36. In the second, the same compound aligns on a loop in cyclin-dependent kinase 2 (CDK2) at Arg150, Ala151, and Phe152, interfaced with cyclin-B1. In both cases, mimic 1 aligns on three consecutive residues. Differences between mimics 1, 5 and 7 are interesting because of these scaffolds are structurally similar but give significantly different number of overlays on PPI interfaces. Each of these compounds has two five membered rings joined by a CH(R) group, and the relative disposition of side-chains resembles continuous sets of three amino acids. Nevertheless, 1 is an incomparably better mimic of interface segments than 5 and 7 (from Figure 3) . We considered three possible reasons for this: (i) separation of Cα -Cα distances in the preferred conformers;
(ii) stereochemical diversity; and, (iii) structural topography. Survey of favored conformers of 5 and 7 revealed their Cα -Cα distances tend to be ~3.6 Å (Figure 4b) ; this is shorter than for mimic 1 and for tripeptides (~3.7 and 3.8 Å, respectively), but this difference does not seem significant enough to account for the disparity, so (i) is likely not the dominant factor. Parameters (ii) and (iii) are related, but not identical. By "stereochemical diversity" we mean the numbers of stereoisomers available in the data set. However, we disfavor this as being a dominant factor because the data in Figure 3b is plotted per stereoisomer, and still 1 gives far more close overlays than 5 and 7. "Structural topography" in the context of (iii) means the overall shape of the molecular scaffold. Of 1, 5 and 7, the latter two are composed solely of planar, aromatic rings, and only have one chiral center each. It appears the local planarity of mimics 5 and 7 is not conducive to interface mimicry, but the topography of 1 is.
The observations outlined above indicate that there is something special about some molecular topographies that are inherently conducive to interface mimicry. Review of the structures reveal that the four most favorable mimics all contain one of two "dipeptide mimic fragments", based on hydantoin or oxazoline fragments in Figure 5a , and colored purple and blue respectively.
Consequently, we decided to analyze these fragments in more detail.
Analysis of Dipeptide Building Blocks
We decided to compare fragments 9 -14 ( Figure 6a ) that most closely correspond to adjacent amino acids in mimics 1 -8. Specifically, we were interested in how frequently preferred conformations of these overlay on our database of > 240,000 crystallized PPI interfaces. The data collected is shown in Figure 6b .
The oxazoline fragment 9 was superior to the hydantoin 10, while fragments 10, 11, and 12 gave similar numbers of hits to each other. Somewhat surprisingly then, even though the hydantoin 10, like amino acids, has more three-dimensional features than the flat triazole 11 and oxazole 12, that did not make a significant difference. Fragment 14 was featured in our work on minimalist mimics, [22] [23] [24] and in "triazolamers" by Arora et al. [25] [26] [27] However, it turned out to be the least suitable of the dipeptide fragments considered based on EKO evaluation. In the light of previous discussion on privileged mimic 1, it is now evident that the two side chains in this fragment do not share the same "chain periodicity" of natural peptides as those in 1 does: they are too far apart to mimic i, i + 1 side-chain combinations, yet too close to align on i, i + 2. When samples of the hits for 14 were visualized, they tended to be on non-adjacent side-chains, ie the two side-chains align to two residues in different strands in a β-sheet, or different helices in a coiled coil, etc, usually spanned by more than a hundred residues. a b Figure 6 . a Dipeptide mimics 9 -14 that were evaluated on > 240,000 PPI interfaces using the same procedure described above for tripeptide mimics. b Average number of hits per stereoisomer are shown.
Synthesis of Mimics 1 and 5
We have established synthesis routes of mimics 1 and 5 using amino acids as starting materials (Schemes 1 and 2). To show these mimics are easily accessible, six and seven compounds with actual amino acid side chains were synthesized for mimics 1 and 5, respectively. See Supporting Information for detailed synthesis procedures and characterization data. 
CONCLUSION
Insight into general design criteria can be gained by comparing preferred conformations of typical minimalist mimic designs with side-chain residues in a very large number of PPI interfaces using EKO. The overriding conclusion from this work on 1 -8 is that oxazoline methine-fragments are excellent dipeptide mimics, hydantoin methine-fragments are good ones, and the combination of these in one molecule gives the privileged structure 1. Mimic 1 gives vastly more hits than any other mimics we conceived, likely because it combines two favorable dipeptide mimics, with optimal Cα -Cα separation, 3D topology, and structural flexibility. These principles can be extended to designs of other privileged dipeptide mimics, which can be then combined to give larger minimalist mimics. An excellent dipeptide mimic lays the foundation for design of an effective minimalist mimics that containing three side-chains. It follows that these will only be useful to overlay on i, i + 1, i + n peptide fragments in interface segments: mimicry of amino acids disposed at more distal separations will require a different focus on that problem.
In general, minimalist mimics should be able to present amino acid side chains at separations that resemble peptides in reasonable conformations. Orientations vectors that are allowed for these side-chains in the preferred conformations should encompass those presented by peptides in favorable φ,ψ-dispositions. There is a tension in design criteria because minimalist mimics must also have only a few significant degrees of freedom (ideally three or less) to avoid high entropic penalties on binding proteins, but less flexibility favors overlay on less structures, all other factors being equal. Allowing flexibility to obtain a good fit is less important than purposeful design of minimalist mimics based on other factors; some of the least favored mimics studied here are the most flexible. We maintain that purposeful design of minimalist mimics cannot be achieved by chemical intuition alone; it is a process that requires molecular dynamic simulations and an algorithm to facilitate systematic alignment procedures. For minimalist mimics containing to amino acid derived fragments, L-stereochemistry is not vital, so investment
